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"It's an absolutely unique privilege to be right here in moral test and therefore not imprisoning but liberating; 
the laboratory of God's own guinea pigs," said Dr. middle Platonism echoed the idea of eternal generation 
Krister Stendahl, dean of Harvard Divinity School, to of souls. 
the warm laughter of the nearly four thousand persons Commandments vs. Teachings 
who had come to hear what would be said at a sym- In his comparison of 3 Nephi and the biblical Sermon 
posium entitled: "Reflections on Mormonism: Judeo- on the Mount, Krister Stendah1 stressed the most im- 
Christian Parallels." AS a consummation of Dr. Truman portant difference between the two is that the 3 Nephi 
G. Madsen's long-held vision, twelve of the most noted account, in the Johannine tradition, emphasizes belief in 
theologians in the country gathered to help remove Christ as the Savior, the need to come unto Him, and 
some of the blinders that have 10% kept Latter-day obey His commandments, and in the rest of New Tes- 
Saints from really understanding much of the rest of the tament version, no attention is given to salvation nor in 
Christian and non-Christian world, by examining points His words as commandments but only teachings. In the 
of commonality and conflict between their respective 3 Nephi sermon, "the style of His speaking has changed 
faiths and our own. . . . instead of having a Jesus that uses the teaching 

One prominent LDS historian called the occasion, methods of the simple parabolic speech, you have a 
"the watershed event of the decade." Another de- pronouncer of the divine truth . . the telling of short 
scribed it as "refreshing to see and hear such eminent parabolic sayings has been interspersed with 'verily, 
religious scholars seriously talking about Mormonism." verily' 'amen, amen' and 'behold1 . . . That is a generaliz- 
Perhaps Lavina Fielding Anderson of Salt Lake City ing, that is a deconcretizing, that is changing the highly 
summed it UP best: "I suppose that I was apprehensive pictorial language into a more commandment style." 
about how well such a symposium would come off. One instance of this change to the commandment 
Would they be good guests? Would we-even more style can be seen in 3 Nephi 13. Said Stendahl, "In the 
important-be good hosts? Would everybody be so busy Sermon on the Mount the statement begins, 'Take heed 
being polite that nobody would say anything? The that ye do not your alms before men to be seen of them, 
answers were yes, Yes, and a definite no- It was an otherwise you have no reward of your father which is in 
exhilarating experience to see such competent minds heaven.' Do not carry out your almsgiving in order to 
dealing with their own specialities and in the places receive. Now, it is interesting that Nephi does not want 
where those specialities touched on areas with particu- Jesus to be a teacher in his community who takes the 
lar resonance for '~ormons, it Was especially exciting. I ongoing requirements of the Torah for granted and 
would hope that this symposium will be just the first of makes comments on it. gut instead, 'Verily, verily I say 
many. " that I would that ye should do alms to the poor.' . . . the 

Here follows a small taste of the intellectual and word, "pharisees," doesn't occur in the Book of Momon. 
spiritual feast provided at the symposium. . . .By that disappearing, the whole element that strikes 
Preexistence you so much in the picture of Jesus in the Synoptics, the 

Dr. David Winston, professor of Hellenic and Judaic One who speaks against the foibles of religious zeal, the 
Studies at the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, pitfalls devoted people . . . by taking out that dimen- 

jewish and Hellenic precedents for three LDS sion, an inner criticism in the religious community has 
notions. He concluded that the Mormon idea of creation from the image of Jesus.'' 
from existing matter can be seen in the Wisdom of Sol- Like the gospel of John, Stendah1 pointed out! 3 
qmon, written by an Alexandrian Jew about 30 B.C.; Nephi emphasizes the miraculous, uses the language of 
philo, also an Alexandrian Jew but of the following revelation rather than the language of Torah interprets- 
century; Platonism; and in Rabbinic thought. . The idea tion, "absorbing Jesus into the image of a Redeemer 
of ex nihilo creation (creation from nothing) is not found and lifting Him out of history into a more timeless 
until the second century A.D. when it arose in the sphere- - ." 
Gnostic-chiStian conflict. Philo believed in pre-existent But to Stendahl, the "most interesting and important 
souls but believed mortality is a prison. However, Wis- difference" is that in 3 Nephi Lord's Prayer, mention of 
dom of Solomon backs the Mormon idea of earth life as a the coming of the kingdom and bread is 

missing-particularly since those phrases are in Joseph 
PEGGY FLETCHER, Associate Editor of Sunstone, is a freelance researcher Smith's Inspired Version of the New Testament. Sten- 
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Ma@. . . is the . - empty shell of 
religious ritual 

- - 

dahl speculates that perhaps "in the setting of 3 Nephi . 
. . and perhaps out of the self-understanding of the 
Church, it is felt to be improper to pray for the coming of 
the Kingdom. . . The concept of the Kingdom as coming 
by God's grace is not how the kingdom language is used 
in the Book of Mormon . . . The Kingdom is always 
something which is at hand . . ." The missing bread 
however, does not admit to ready explanation. 

Stendahl sees the Book of Mormon as a fulfillment of 
"the insatiable hunger to know more than has been 
told," as the books of Luke and Matthew started to fill in 
the gaps about the birth of Jesus which neither Paul nor 
Mark, the earlier writers, seemed to know anything 
about. He concludes with his own position, "To me the 
question is whether and how one lives with one's lack of 
knowledge and what the risks are as to divisions and 
costs of knowing more and more . . . And one of the 
glorious things of the Biblical tradition is Jesus' own 
brakes on these things-on those questions nobody 
knows, not even the Son. It is the ascetic attitude in- 
stead of the hunger to know more . . ." 
The Meaning of Ritual 

Abraham Kaplan, visiting professor of philosophy at 
the California Institute of Technology and professor of 
philosophy and sociology at the University of Haifa in 
Israel, delighted the audience with his opening remark 
about the situation in the Middle East. "Someone com- 
menting on the recent stall of negotiations in Israel said 
that at least now Muslims and Jews are calling each 
other by their Christian names." 

He began his discussion with the psalm, "Out of the 
depths, I cry out." In dealing with this pathos, words 
have a minor role. The Jewish response, for example, is 
comprised of 613 religious obligations, divided into 14 
groups, only one of which relates to beliefs, and of 
which feGer than 5 percent are verbal-vows and 
prayer. The rest is ritual, which becomes a language of 
symbol in action. 

While no ritual is wholly religious, all rituals have 
religious significance. Though some rituals have more 
than incidental utility, practical goals, e.g. health, are 
not the significant ends of ritual. Likewise, Kaplan said, 
history is limited in explaining their significance. Nor is 
ritual magic, except superficially. For example, one 
gains power through fasting not by magic but by moral 
control. Magic is the empty shell of the religious act. 
And while ritual may serve to evoke sentiment, the 
production of faith is not its final purpose. 

The value of ritual, Kaplan held, is primarily social-it 
binds the faithful to one another. Participation in a sa- 
cred act takes place in public. Communion expresses 
and establishes community; the content expresses and 
celebrates the communality. Ritual reenacts the group's 
historically significant acts, and formulates a "discip- 
lined rehearsal of reality, man's understanding of his 
place in the world and the world itself." Ritual provides 

rites of passage between old comfortable and new un- 
comfortable, unresolvable paradoxes. Ritual answers 
the cry from the depths. 
Archaeology and Abraham 

The discovery of the Ebla tablets was sensational, said 
Professor David Noel Freedman of University of Michi- 
gan, past president of the Society for Biblical Literature, 
an editor of the Anchor Bible series and a Presbyterian 
minister. But then, "archaelogists use the word sensa- 
tional where other people use the word ordinary, so 
when something really sensational happens, they have 
no vacabulary to describe it." In this case, however, the 
Ebla find is one of those rare discoveries that "makes a 
contribution that will permanently affect the course of 
biblical studies In the future." 

Of particular interest are the names of persons and 
places on the Ebla tablets. The most dramatic correlation 
is the name, "David." Heretofore, said Dr. Freedman, 
this name has never been found outside the Bible; now 
at Ebla is its equivalent. Because the tablets have been 
dated between 3000 and 2000 B.C., that places the name 
1500 years earlier than the biblical account, possibly 
pointing to a common background. 

One of the Ebla tablets is the itinerary of a salesman 
from Ebla who traveled down through the coastal cities 
of Sidon, Carmel, Ashdod, and Gaza-then to a city 
named Sinai. "This city was on the coast, apparently, 
and it means that the name was known a thousand 
years before Moses. This may mean that we should look 
again for a location (of Mt. Sinai) within the Sinai penin- 
sula." Current scholarship favors a location on the 
Jordan-Saudi Arabia border. 

A more important parallel concerns the "five cities of 
the plain," listed in Genesis 14 as Sodom, Gomorrah, 
Admah, Zeboiim, and Bela. In the Ebla tablets the same 
five cities are listed in the same order, which means, 
according to Freedman, that "the person in Genesis, a 
minimum of 1000 years later (taking the most conserva- 
tive estimate and asserting that Moses wrote it), had 
access to the same information." Furthermore, in 
Genesis Bela is also called Zoar which would usually 
indicate that one name is from the time of the story, 
while the other is from the time of the writer. However 
in this case, since in the Ebla tablets Bela is said to be in 
the district of Zoar, they may have existed concurrently. 
Said Freedman, "The Bible reflects a reality that, in my 
opinion, only somebody living at the time would know. 
Points of contact are rather striking. I would suggest 
that identity of content means proximity of time." 

One last piece of evidence; the kings of these five 
cities are listed in the Bible and one is also found in the 
Ebla tablets, consonant for consonant, the same. Dr. 
Freedman believes that thi; could be the same person or 
possibly a son or nephew, but not much later, because 
the cities were destroyed within the lifetimes of Abra- 
ham and Lot. 
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Mention of the coming of the 
Kingdom is missing 

All of these facts led Dr. Freedman to conclude that that the pollution of the temple points out not just the 
there needs to be a revision of the dating of the Abra- Hitlers of the world, but also "the mass of humanity 
ham story from 1000 to 2500 B.C. or at least a reexamina- who allowed by their silence the evil to rise to such great 
tion of the historicity of the account. (For details of the proportions." 
discovery, see articles by Giovanni Pettinato and Pa010 Pseudepigrapha and Prophecy 
Matthiae in Biblical Archaelogist, May and September "Pseudepigrapha are not false writin s," said James 
1976, respectively.) H. Charlesworth, associate professor o Christian Ori- 
Jewish Temple Ritual 

B 
gins at Duke University and director of the Internatinal 

Dr. Jacob Milgrom, professor of Near East Studies at Center for the Study of Christian Origins and 
the University of California, Berkeley, is a Levite and an Pseudepigrapha. "Though falsely attributed to Ab- 
expert on the book of Leviticus. He focussed on a single raham, Elijah, Enoch, Ezra, and the like, these writings 
temple ritual to develop his concept of theodicy. were written under the inspiration of these figures, as if 

In the purification ritual described in Leviticus 4, they were still alive. This principle of solidarity with the 
blood is daubed on the horns of the altar for purifica- Patriarchs gave the author a feeling, not metaphorically 
tion. But who is purified? "The startling fact," said Mil- but realistically, that he was the son of Abraham, for 
grom, "is that it cannot be the donor. There are limited example." 
reasons which allow the individual to bring such a sac- Charlesworth read many passages from various 
rifice and all of them presume that the wrongdoing was pseudepigrapha that described the Messiah in different 
inadvertent, not intended. If the offerer didn't "mean" to ways. Some saw him as a descendant of David who 
sin, then he repented of the wrong in the very act, and would purge Jerusalem, not militarily, but "with the 
there is no need to purify him. So either for moral or word of his mouth." Others definitely saw him as a 
physical impurity, the sacrifice cannot be for the benefit great soldier; others combined the two views. 
of the individual." One such passage said, "He was known before the 

Indeed, this rite called kippur, meaning "purging" is foundations of the world that he might give light to 
to purify, not the person, but the altar itself. "The blood persons forever." 
is nothing else than the ritual detergent by which the A problem in comparing such texts, however, is that 
priest purges the sanctuary of its pollution caused by the some are Jewish and some are Christian-and some are 
person who has brought the sacrifice." Jewish with Christian editing and interpolation. Accord- 

Besides individual sins, there are collective sins of the ing to Charlesworth, many of the additions included 
community as a whole. These are expiated by the priest mention of the virgin birth and Christ's miracles, obvi- 
himself, who "takes the blood and goes into the shrine ously not Jewish ideas. 
and daubs the blood on the incense altar." But on the First Nephi 10 foretells of Christ quite specifically-in 
annual Yom Kippur, there is a different rite. "The high much the same way as Pseudepigrapha that has been 
priest takes the blood of the chatat, brings it into the holy altered by Christians. Other such seeming interpola- 
of holies, and sprinkles it on the ark. Now what does it tions crop up in 2 Nephi 25 and 26 and in Mosiah 3. 
mean?" Simply that sin pollutes the temple; inadvertent Does this discredit the claim that these parts of the 
sins pollute only the altar; but brazen, deliberate sins are Book of Mormon were written before 90 B.C.? Not 
so powerful they penetrate into the most sacred part of necessarily, said Charlesworth, "since Mormons ac- 
the temple, where the pollution is deep and dangerous. knowledge that the Book of Mormon could have been 
"Therefore, once a year the high priest takes it upon edited and expanded on at least two occasions that 
himself to enter the holy of holies and cleanse it of the postdate the life of Jesus of Nazareth." Scholars are 
sins of a brazen nature." God will not dwell in unholy looking carefully at the way biblical and other ancient 
places, and if the pollution of the ark of the covenant by documents were edited. "Perhaps it would be wise for 
the people's sins becomes too great, God "packs his specialists to look carefully at this phenomenon in the 
bags and leaves and abandons His sanctuary and aban- Book of M~rmon." 
dons His people.'' Mormonism and the Biblical Doctrine of Deity 

In theological terms, this is the doctrine of collective After narrowing his definition of God to that which is 
responsibility. "It means that man is endowed with free "logically prior, that which has to exist before anything 
will and what we do even respecting God is really up to else can exist," Edmund Cherbonnier, Trinity College 
us. We have the power, even the demonic power, to religion department chairman, concluded that the 
evict God from the earth." Mormon view and the biblical view are nearly indistin- 

Thus, sins may not cause immediate punishment to guishable. Why, then, have Christian theologians been 
come upon the sinner-in fact, the wicked often seem to uncomfortable with that view, he asked. 
prosper. But the pollution is not forgotten. Instead it In the Bible, God is characterized in the same terms 
registers within the sanctuary. And, importantly, not used to distinguish man from animals. He is always 
just obvious sins darken the temple-secret and acci- someone, with a proper name, not something. "In short, 
dental sins, and sins of omission also take their toll so to use the forbidden term, the biblical God is an- 
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Tablets dated 3000-2000 B.C. 
relate to Abraham story 

thropomorphic, and not apologetically so but proudly or be a dogmatist. There's nothing wrong with being a 
so, even militantly so." And is this any less true of the dogmatist, but you can't ever find out your own mis- 
New Testament? "Try making any sense of the Lord's takes if you are one. Risk taking is not very foreign to 
Prayer apart from the concept of a personal God." biblical history: Abraham took one; Moses did; the Mac- 

Can God be a person who does things without having cabees did; Jesus did; Joseph Smith did." 
a body? "This doesn't bother Mormons at all," Cher- Mormonism and Israel 
bonnier said. "Joseph Smith said all beings who have Mormonism can be seen in three phases, said W. D. 
bodies have power over those who have not. 1 confess Davies, professor of Advanced Studies Research in 
this is foreign to my upbringing, but the more I Christian Origins at Duke University. First, as a return 
thought about it the more I wondered, have we been to Israel, then a restoration of Israel, and finally, as a 
sold a bill of goods about this disembodied spirit that's reinterpretation of Israel, 
supposed to be so superior? Early LDS Church leaders were steeped in the Old 

"To say anything about the Word of God implies a Testament. Many of them learned Hebrew and heavily 
speaker; anything about what God has done implies a emphasized Old Testament themes such as priesthood, 
doer; anything about God's purpose implies a purposer. promised land, and chosen people. Mormons believed 
Abandon the premise that God is a personal agent and the Israelites to be the actual "physical ancestors of the 
at a stroke you undermine anything else that is said Mormon people." (Paul refers to the patriarchs as 
about Him whether in the Bible or in the Book of Mor- "fathersu but in a spiritual sense.) Because of this belief 
mon." in the actual ancestry of Israel, Mormons are possibly 

Why has this view been SO vehemently opposed? The the most pro-Semitic of all Christian groups. 
opposition is an attempt, said Cherbonnier, to preserve In the second phase, Mormonism saw itself as a resto- 
the integrity of human reason against the credulity of ration of Israel. Said Davies, "In Mormonism there is no 
superstition which too often accompanies religion. TO old Israel. Mormonism is a continuation, simply in a 
many people the idea of a personal God is a remnant of new stage of existence." All aspects of an eschatological 
primitive credulity, something which rational minds go movement can be found in the Mormonism of this 
out of their way to repudiate. period: enthusiasm (in the religious sense); need for 

The two most frequent objections to a personal God repentance; covenanted people; Israel in the wilderness, 
are : called out by Joseph Smith; and Zion as a world center 

1. It requires a literal interpretation of the Bible. to which scattered Saints could gather. They saw the 
2. It is unphilosophical. trek west as "pilgrims marching to a promised land, 
Cherbonnier answers the first objection by pointing spiritual descendents of Joseph building up Zion, a city 

out that until you know what the Bible means, you can't of holiness." Jerusalem was the center for the Jews; Salt 
possibly establish its truth or falsehood. "TO interpret Lake City became the gathering place for Mormons. 
the Bible literally is somehow thought to prejudge its Now in the third phase, however, the gathering has 
meaning and to betray a narrow, authoritarian mental- lost its territorial aspect. The God of Israel has become a 
ity. But once the distinction is established between God of all Heaven and earth. Where the quintessence of 
meaning and truth, it is obvious there is nothing sinister land once meant a specific city now the promised land 
at all about a literal interpretation: it's like any other transcends particular place. The notion of space is sub- 
interpretation; it either accords with the context or it ordinated to that of community; Zion is wherever there 
does not, and there are times when nothing but the is a covenanted community. All places are open to di- 
literal interpretation will satisfy the demands of rational vine influence. Mormon life is possible without remov- 
integrity." ing to Zion. 

To the second objection, Cherbonnier responds, "Can In this conclusion, Davies suggested that Mormonism 
we talk about the God of the Bible without being irrati- fulfills the Old Testament ideas in a New Testament 
nal?" Again a distinction must be made between the way; is, in fact, possibly the best combination of Old and 
method of philosophy and its content. Where method is New Testament concepts. Many other of the Christian 
concerned, the Bible is clearly not philosophical. But "a churches have lost their original Jewishness, but Mor- 
book can be very unsystematic and still contain ideas monism has not. 
and concepts to which we apply philosophic scrutiny. . community vs. ~ ~ d i ~ i d ~ ~ l i ~ ~  . For Socrates no proposition was too humble to receive ~~b~~~ N. ~ ~ l l ~ h ,  ~~~d professor of socicjlogy and 
a hearing and none was rejected out of court for lack of a comparative studies at the university of california at 
pedigree. subject matter is philosophical which de- Berkeley, lived in Ramah, New Mexico for three months 
als, if with ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ h e r s '  questions- in 1953 as part of his graduate studies. That, and his 
-which the Bible definitely does." "deepening involvement with the role of religion in 

He with a warning and a challenge: "They America, particularly with problems of biblical religion 
that live by logic shall also perish by it. Do we want to in ~ ~ ~ r i ~ ~ ~  history," provided the backdrop for his 
take that risk? We have a choice: either play by the rules remarks. 
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A sense of Mormonism in the 
larger Christian context. 

and the kingdom of God; and radical individual utilita- 
rianism the belief that society is essentially a mechanism 
to ratify the interests of individuals with as little conflict 
as possible. 

The first idea is exemplified in the Puritans, as can be 
seen in John Winthrop's "A Model of Christian Cha- 
rity." Before landing in the new world Winthrop 
suggests that as long as they live together in brotherly 
affection, "knit together in this work as one man . . . our 
community as members of the same body, so shall we 
keep the unity of the spirit in the bond of peace, the 
Lord will be our God and delight to dwell among us as 
his own people. "Bellah compared Winthrop's remarks 
with those of a Stake President in Ramah in 1963: 
"There is too much thinking of self and not enough of 
others. No one is going to be saved all by himself. He 
will be saved with his family, neighbors, and friends or 
not at all. Mormons believe in helping othes. If a man 
works hard and tries to make a go of it, it is up to others 
to help him all they can and see that he gets along in life 
. . . We should not be discouraged because if we keep 
the commandments of the Lord we will be blessed and if 
we don't keep them, we shall surely lose this land and it 
will be given to another people." 

The other strand, said Dr. Bellah, is best represented 
by Locke: "The great and chief end therefore for men 
uniting into commonwealths and putting themselves 
under government is the preservation of property. A 
commonwealth seems to me to be a society of men 
constituted only for the procuring, preserving, and ad- 
vancing of their own interests. Civil interests I call life, 
liberty, and the possession of outward things such as 
money, 'lands, palaces, furniture, and the like." 

According to Bellah this theme of individual 
utilitarianism has produced destructive consequences in 
the 20th century. In contrast Ramah was described as a 
community "where people cared for each other . . . 
where most of what went on was carried on by people 
who participated in that community. With 250 persons 
in the community and 70 offices to be filled (mainly 
church offices), most adults had active responsibilities 
that they felt were contributing to each other and to 
causes in the larger world; the alienated isolated indi- 
vidual was not a feature in Ramah in 1953." 

Generally, however, the success of both Puritans and 
Mormons in the world, beyond all expectations, has had 
strange cosequences for their original religious com- 
mitments. A New Yorker cartoon a few years ago showed 
two pilgrims on one of the ships that took them to 
Massachusetts. One says to the other, "My first aim is 
religious freedom. After that I am thinking of going into 
real estate." Dr. Bellah commented, "I can even imagine 
a cartoon depicting a couple of Mormon brothers on a 
caravan crossing the plains in which some such ironic 
conversation might have been held." 

While Dr. Bellah was not suggesting a return to the 
rural community as a viable answer to our problems, he 
did insist that "unless that notion of a loving community 

can be re-vivified today, it seems to me that our future is 
not very promising . . . We look to our religious com- 
munities for our alternative, but are fre uently disap- 
pointed. Often our established religious 1 odies bolster 
privitistic individualism and op ressive economic and 
political structures." Dr. Bella R described the early 
Mormon experience as a protest against a world of harsh 
capitalistic individualism and then in this century an 
increasingly close adaptation to the world it was origi- 
nally rejecting. He concluded with the hope that this 
irony would provide food for thought not only for 
Mormons but for all of us who live in this nation. 
What Did the Symposium Accomplish? 

"When my wife and I were taking a guided tour of the 
Beehive House, what im ressed us was Brigham R Young's sensitivity and psyc ological insight, his aware- 
ness that nothing was more disruptive to domestic tran- 
quility and harmony than people shouting to each other 
between the floors. So he installed a series of speaking 
tubes . . . This concern of his for im roved communica- 
tion is evidenced on a larger scale g y this symposium. 
So henceforth may the household of faith neither shout 
at each other nor sit in ston silence but continue the 
dialogue it has be ," sai Edmund Cherbonnier at W"" B 
the symposium. nd in a letter afterwards he con- 
tinued, ' We came, we saw, and were conquered. Since 
our return I have done nothing but tell peo le about the 
marvelous spirit that prevails among the hR ormons, and 
how deeply it impressed us. My students have sat 
spellbound to hear about it." The responses of the other 

articipants varied from Jacob Milgrom, (after a full bear 
l u g  to Madsen): "This is on1 the beginning,'' and 
David Noel Freedman's, "I ha d' a s iritual impression 
that I should be here this weekenb;) never have I felt 
such love," to the more intellectual W. D. Davies, "I 
have learned that Joseph Smith was a genius. I would 
like to expand m paper into a book," and Robert Bel- 
lah's "I feel that h ormonism is on my agenda in a way 
that it has not been for a long time." 

And what of the recipients, those many Mormons 
who listened and reflected upon the ideas presented? 
They were exposed-some certainly for the first time- 
to scholars who were taking Mormonism seriously but 
dispassionately, neither committed to the faith nor en- 
raged by it. They were given a sense of the place of 
Mormonism in the larger Christian context. And hope- 
fully, they were challenged to study not only our own 
doctrines, variations, society, scripture, and structures, 
but also the strengths and weaknesses of other percep- 
tions, societies, and social forms. 

Could we, in a reciprocal situation, affirm as did 
James Charlesworth, "I am a Methodist minister; I am 
not a Mormon. I must confess, though, that when I am 
with a group of Mormons I often feel the presence of 
God. I say that unabashedly. I mean that God is present 
in many of our discussions together"? Perhaps this 
symposium has provided us with the trust to do so. 
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